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/ ABSTRACT 
~. 

~The criminal investigation prOCESS in municipal and county police 

departments ""as studied b~t survey, intcT:views and ohservations, and 
"r ",'; 

I ,.'. 

special dat~ collection. Investigators spend aboutq' percen~ of their 
, i 

time 011 activities that lead to solving crimes. Case solutions reflect 

activities of patrol officers, members of the public, and routine clerical 

processing more than investigative techniques. Nearly half of investi-

gators' case-related activities are devoted to post-arrest processing; 

these activities are inadequately responsive to the needs of prosecutoT:s* 

Coll~cting physical evidence at crime scenes does not help solve crimes 

unless evidence processing capabilities are adequate. Policy implications 

are discussed. 

TIlis paper summarizes ~ork performed under grnnt-1~-NI~99~0037-C from 
the N:n:h1tl:tl Institute of ta~ 'Znforcemellt and Criminal Justice, Law 
EnforC'ement t\gsistancc Administration (LEM). Department of JustIce. 
Point'" (If vic\/' or 0[,ini,,);)<; st.1ted herE' ,1tl n"t n{'ccssarily represect 
tIll' (.(ficial position or poliCies of the Department of Ju.:-tice. 
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The criminal investigat ~on proeess is one of the more importnnt 

functionfi of municipal and courtty pn1ice departtlt.>nts. Y~t t:l<lny police 

admi •• iBtrators know little about the nature or effectiveness of their 

m.tn department's invf!stiltative operations and even less about other 

departments. 

At the request of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice, The Rand Corporation undertook a nationwide study to 

I fill some of these knowledge gaps. The objectives of the two-year 

study were: 

o To describe, on a national scale, current invcfitigative 

organization and practice. 

o To assess the contribution that police investigation makes 

to the achievement of criminal justice Roals. 

o To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and systems 

being adopted to enhance investigative pE'rformancE' .. 

o To reveal how investigative etfectiveness is related to 

differences in organizational form, staffing, procedures, 

etc. 

~'lile the objectives were broad. many questions of potential 

interest had to be excluded from consideration in order to have a study 

of manageable size. In particular, the study was focused on investiga-

2 tions of Part I crimes, lh~reby excluding analysis of how misdemeanors 

and vice, narcotics, and gambliqg offenses are investigated. Also, 

little attention was paid to personnel practices such as selection, 

promotion, and motivation of investigators. 
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Several principles guid('d our de~i~n of the !>tudy. rir!it. it ha(1 

to he conductl:'d with tht.' p.ll"tkipation ,lnd nVl:'r~\ght of expcricof"¢i.1 

pol1c~ officials from around ::fw country. Sec()nt!. infllrC..:Jtion had to 

be collected from many pollet.· dcpnrtcents. since lifngle-city ~tudies 

had already been conducted ,lOd failed to be persuasive by vin;ue of 

the possibility that the host dCp.lrtClf'nl loIas, unique il1 some way. Third. 

in as many departm"at·; .1~ po~siblt.·, inform.lticn h3d t\1 bl' obtained by 

direct on-site interviews and observations. 

Participation by the law t.'nforcem<!nt communit~· .... as accomplished 

3 
by appointinF, an adv1.sory hoard. rPtnining a prosecutor and retired 

4 
federal and local investi~ators as consultants, and assembling a pa~el 

of currently .... orking investigators. The <1dvisory hoard reviewed and 

vigorously criticized our research approach. data-collection Instruoents, 

findings. and interpretations of the finclngs, The consultants assisted 

in designing 11lta instruments and partici.pated 'With Rand fitaff In I)n-

site interviews in many locations. The panel of working investigators 

comme~ted on the validity of our observations in other cities. by com-

paring them with their own daily experiences, and highlighted important 

issues that could not be captured by numerical data. 

Collection of data from a large number of departments .... as occom-

rlished by developing a comprehensive survey questionna'Lre and distrib-

uting it to all municipal or ("ounty la .... enforcement departments that: 

had 150 or more full-time c-mployel!s or that served a jJurisdiction Wh05{> 

J970 population cxt'ceded lOO,OOD. ThlH survey produce-Ii extensi.vE' in-

formation from IS] jurisdict(ons (of the 300 solicited) on such topics 
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u .... 'linlng and status. us ... of t.'vidt·oC'(> t("ehn{rian<;. natur~ of <;p('clalh:n-

t ion, t!valuat t(ln critt'rla, prol't.'clltorlal lnte-TOlet!!)n, c"'~o! aSf.>l,:,Ollent. 

S use of co:nputt'r f lles. and crime, cle.lr.tUce. and arrest nltes. For 

ex~ple. the nu=ber of officers assIgned to Inv~stigativc uult~ vas 

found to aver.lge 17 .. 3 percent of the pol ice force. Thus. ttlt' ir.v(!~t i-

gatl."." function costs about $1 billion per year I,n th<!' United Statt"S, 

approximately the same as the entire court system,6 

On-::;ite interviews were conducted in more than 25 of the 153 police 

agencies. Many of thcs(" were selected bec~u~e they were known to have 

ii:lplet:1cnted novel investigative pra.ctices that were n,'portedly slIcces§-

ful. while others WE=rc selected based on their 6UrVej' responses, Projt!ct 

staff and consultants visited each of thC5~ departTi1ents, observing and 

participating In the operations of the 1nvestigative units and discussing 

their procedures with personnel at various departmental levels. In HOOP. 

cities, Rand staff monitored individual investigators and their supcr-

visors continuously over <l period of sever.:ll days to outaln realistic 

profiles of their activities. 

From some departments we oetained written evaluations of their 

investigative programs, Ttl addition, several departcents cooperated 

closel" wi th the R.lno staff and provided access to data that were suh-

seqlwntly used in one of th'" component J;tud it's. 

One useful data source located during the rourse of the Hur'}!;'y and 

madl' available was the Kansas Cdty (Hissourl) Detective Cas(' AssiS!,nccnt 

File, which had been maintained in that department since 1971. On the 

basis of daily information submitted by individual detectives. this com-

putcr file pcnnilt~d \IS to uetcnnilw. fl:r (',uh ilWt'st 19i1::nr ilnd p;ldl 
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investigatIve unit .... dc!.crfptlon of the tlce spent on various actlvitie!'l. 

the number l1f cases h.lndl lE.'d. and the number of arrests and clearances 

proouc(>d. This unique infon:t.ation source greatly facilitated the anal-

yses ?! how detectives «pend their tice and to what purposes and effects. 

Additional sources of information used in the study included a 

computer-readable file of 1972 Uniform Crime Reporting data provLded by 

the FBI and a limited telephone survey of robbery and hurglary victiCII'I. 

ARREST A.~u CLEAR&~CE RATES 

Several ~arlier studies. each conducted in a single city cr a 

. 7 
s~~ll number of nearby cities, h3d shown that department-widc clearance 

and arrest statistics are not suitable measures of the effectiveness of 

investigative operations. Our UJO study, using data from cities across 

the country, conf.irmed this observat!.on in several different ways. The 

implication is that measures of effectiveness related to solving crimes 

must be defined carefullY,and can only he interpreted in conjunction 

with othel information related to pros~~~tion of arrestees, public satis-

faction with the police. deterrence effects, and so forth. 

In a study in New York City published in 1970, GreenwoodS found 

that the average number of clearances claimed for e:-:ch burglary arrest 

varied from 1 to 20 ar.ross the city's precincts, depending on how fre-

quently clearances were credited on the basis of modus operandi only. 

Simil~rly, Greenberg's 1972 study9 in six California departments found 

wide variations in clearance r1:'tes, that arose from differences among 

departments in the strictness of their application of FBI "exceptional 

10 Our own study. usin,z. 1972 data from all de-

partmcnts with 150 or more employees, showed that the ave .. age number 
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of clearances cla1l'lled for each arrest for a Part I cdme ranged from 

a law of 0.38 to a high of 4.04, a factor of over 10. The ratio fr~ 

high to loy was even larger for each individual cr.l"mc type. such as 

robbery or auto theft. Same departments claim a clearance for an auto 

theft wher-ever the vehicle is recovered, while others will not claim a 

clearance unless the perpetrator is arrested and charged for the instant 

offense. Clearance statistics are also affected by the amount of effort 

devoted to cl;)ssifying reported crimes as "unfound~d" (Le., the police 

find there is no evidence that a crime was actually co.,:mitted). This 

practice reduces reported crime rates as well as :!.ncreasing reported 

clearance rates. 

With adminisrrative discretion playing such a large role in deter~ 

mining a department's clearance rates, any attempt to compare effectivc-

ness among departments using clearance rates in evidently meaningless. 

Even comparisons over time within a single department are unreliable 

unless steps are tdken to assure that no change occurs in adruinistrative 

practices concerning clearances and classification of crimes. Arrest 

rates are also unreliable measures of effectiveness, since arrests can 

11 
be made without resulting in any clearance. The frequency of such 

events can be judijed from the fact that in half of all departments the 

12 
number of arrests for Part I crimes exceeds the :lUmber of clearances. 

Quite apart from the unreliability of arrest and clearance ~ates 

is the fact that they reflect activitieS of patrol officers and mem-

bers of the public more than they reflect activities of investigators. 

13 14 Isaacs, Conklin, and our own study showed that approximately 30 

percent of all'cl€'arances are produC'ed by pickup <'rrests by p3.trol 

officers who respond to the scene of the crime. IS In roughly iinother 
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50 pvrCf>nt of d".1f(>d ("rh~I~'5 (1e55 (or hu~idde ana 03ut.o theft). the 

joh~ (or the 1nve-~Hig.ar.or .Ire to lo-'iC,ate- the perp~tr.l~c:;r. take hba or 

her into custody. and 3sl'>C'C'ble the f.1.cts needed to present charget> in 

court. (5(-(,< 1.1h1(' 1.) This ~f';ml't that around 20 ~l"eent of cle.at'ed 

crimes could po~sibly he attributed to investl~atlve uork. but we 

16 
found that most of thes~ were "Iso solved by patrol officers. Qembcrs 

of the public who spontaneously provide further information; or routine 

investigative practices that could also h."1'J(' be-en followed by clerical 

personnel. 

In fact. we estimate that at wost 2.i percent of all Part I crime 

clearances can be attrihuted to special techniques used by investigators. 

(These are called "special action cases" in Table 2.) The rellU1ining 

97.3 percent of cleared crimes will be cleared no matter what the 

investigators do. as long as the obvious routine follow-up steps are 

taken. Of cour.se. include. in the 2.7 percent arc the most interesting 

and publicly visible crimes reported to tho:! department, especially homi-

cides and cotrtlercial burglaries. But the thrust of our analysis is that 

all the time spent by investigators on difficult cases where the perpe-

trator is unknown results in only 2.7 percent of the clearances. 

This finding has now been established for a ~:;t\fficiently large 

number of departments that therp can be little doubt of its general 

correctness. with some v.;li":'ation, in all dppartments. By establishing 

a restricted interpret~ti.on of what consti.tutes uroutine "rocessing," 

a departr.nent might find that investigative skill or "special action" 

contributes to as much as 10 p~rcent of all its cleBranc~s" Even so, 

the basic conclusion remains the same. Only in cases of homicide, 
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Table 1 

CLEARED CASES HAVING INITIAL IDENTIFICATION OF PERPET~\TOR 
(As a percent of all cleared cases) 

CrimI:' Type 

Forgery/fraud 
Auto theft 
Theft 
Commercial burglary 
Residential burglary 
Robbery 
Felony morals 
Aggravated assault 
Homicide 

Arrest 
at 

Scene 

30.6 
38.5 
48.4 
24.4 
26.7 
28.4 
25.8 
28.6 
28.3 

Kansas City 
Complete 

to by 
Victim or 
Witness 

20.0 
12.7 
8.6 

16.9 
42.7 
20.9 
27.8 
63.4 
34.8 

Uniquely 
Linking 

Evidencea 

39.7 
<7.8 
17.2 
16.9 
<6.2 
10.6 
27.8 
7.9 

10.9 

Total 
Initial 

ID 

90.3 
>51.2a 
74.2 
58.2 

>8l.7a 
59.9 
81.4 

>94.1a 
74.0 

Total 
Initial ID 
From Five 

Other 
Departmentsb 

90.9 
47.4 
70.0 
80.0 
80.0 
53.4 
72.8 

100.0 
42.9 

NOTE: Numbers may not add to total because of rounding error. 

alf no cases of uniquely linking evidence were found in the sample, 
or no cases other than initial identification, 95% confidence points 
are ShOwn. 

b Berkeley, Long Beach and Los Angeles, Ca.; Miami, Fla., 
Washington, D.C. 
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Table 2 

S?EC1AL ACTION CASES 
(Percent of all cleared cases) 

Kansas City FIve Other 

Maximum 
Estimate 

Sample at 95% Sample 
Crime Typ~ Estimate Confidence Estimate 

Forgery/fraud 0 5.7 0 
Auto theft 0 6.9 Q 

Theft 0 3.2 0 
Commercial burglAry 4.9 12.4 10 
Residential burglary 0 3.5 Q 

Robbery 7.1 16.6 9.5 
Felony morals 0 14.5 9.1 
Aggravated assault 0 5.9 0 
Homicide 10.2 37.3 0 

HI b types 1.3 2.7 

Departmentsa 

Maximum 
Estimate 
at 95% 

Confidence 

12.7 
14.6 
25.9 
39.4 
13.9 
15.6 
36.4 
25.9 
34.8 

a Berkeley, Long Beach and Los Angeles, Ca.; Miami, Fla., 
Washington, D.C. 

b 0 

This figure is shown for Kansas City only and reflects the 
relative numbers of cleared caseS of each type in that city. The 
maximum estimate for the total is lower than the est~~te for any 
Single crime type because the sample size is !arger. 
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robbery, and conunercial theft did we find that the quality of investi-

gative efforts could affect the clearance rate to any substantial extent. 

Con~ersely. the contribution of victims, witnesses, and patrol officers 

is most important to the identification and apprehension of criminal 

off~nders. 

VARIATIONS WITH DEPARTMENTAL CHARACTERISTIC'S 

Once the nature of investigato~s' contributions to arrest and 

clearance rates is understood, it must be anticipated that variations 

in these rates among departments are tUCplained primarily by character-

istics that hdve nothing to do with the organization and deployment of 

17 
inv,estigators. This is in fae;t what we found from our survey data. 

The three most ilnpo~·tant determina~ts of a department's arrest and 

clearance rates are its size, the region of the country it is located 

in, and its crime workload. 

Large departments (measured by number of employees, budget, or 

population of the jurisdiction) claim mor.e clearances per arrest in 

all crime categocies than do smaller departments. H~;~ver, the arrest 

rates of large departments do not differ from thos': ... 11 small departments. 

Departments in the South Central states claim higher clearance 

rates than those in other regions, which follow in ~he order North 

Central, South Atlantic, Northeast, and West. However, arrest rates 

vary in almost exactly the reverse ordet. Evidently theSe diffe,,'enc!!s 

reflect admini~trative practices or patterns of crime cO;:>1Uission ra':her 

than differences in effectiveness. 

In regard to l:rime workload, we found that departments having a 

large number of reported crimes per police officer have lower arrent 
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ral;es than other depo::rtments. This relationship ar1s(·g in the fQllo~.,-

ing way. The number of arrests per poJ:'cc officer in :.t year was found 

to rise nearly (but not quite) in direct proportion to r.he number of 

reported criraes ppr police officer until c1 certain threshold was reached. 

Beyond this th;.cshold, increaslng workload is associated with very small 

increasp.B in the !)ul:'.!!>er of arrests per police officer. The thresholds 

are at IlpprlOximatt"ly 35 Part I crimes per police officer per year and 

3.5 crimes against persona per police officer per year. These th(esholds 

are fai1'17 high. 88 only about 20 percent of departments have greater 

workload levels. , 

The:.e findings areconsisten't with the assumption tha.t a city can 

increase its number of arrests or decrease the number of crimes (or Doth) 

by increasing the size of its police force, but the effect of added 

resources would be greatest for cities above the threshold. 

In regard to clearauce rates, the data showed that departmentl, 

with hiBh crime workload tend to claim more clearances per arrest than 

cities with low crime workload. As a result. clearance rates are less 

sensitive to workload than arrest rates. Although clearance rates for 

every crime type were found to d,!crease with increasing worklo<1d, the 

decreases were not significant for some types of crimes. 

These workload relationships apply to all police officers, not 

just investigators. Although investigators are known to make more ar-

rests per year than patrol officers. and our data confirmed this, the 

effect waH not large enough that we could find a significant variation 

according 1;0 the fraction of the force in investigative units. In other 

words. it the total number of 01 flcj'rs in a department lS kept: fixed, 

, 
,I 

., 
5 
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swItching sume of theo into or out of investigative units is not likely 

to have a substantial effect on arrest or clearancb rates. 

ki;ide from the effects of size, re~ion of th<! ctluntry. and work-

load on clearance and arrest rdtes, we did find a few smnller effects 

of possible interest. Departments that assign a major investigative 

role to patrolmen h3ve 10\ler clearance .ates, but not arrest rates, th;m 

oth~r dep~rtments. This appears to reflect the fact that patrolmen can-

not carry files around \lith them and therefore do not clear old crimes 

101ith new nrr~sts. Departments 101ith specialized units (concentrating on 

a single crime such as robbery) ue~e found to have lower arrest rates. 

hut not clearance rates. for the types of crimes in vhich they spedal-

ize. as compared with departments having generalist investigators. 

Departments in which investigators .... ork in pairs t.::d lower numbers of 

arrests per officer than those in which they work singly. Since we did 

not collect data permitting a comparison of the quality of 3rrests pro-

duced by solo and paired investigators, this finding must be interpr~ted 

with cauti.m. The practice of Fairing investigators. which is common 

only in th~ Northeast, is nonetheless brought into sufficient question 

that further research appears warranted. 

Most other characteristics of investigators .... ere iound to be unre-

lated to arrest and clearance rates. These include the noture and extent 

of trainirJg for investi~ators. their civil service rank or rate of pay, 

and the nature of their interactions with prosecutors. However, this 

absence of correlations probably indicates oore ahout the inadf'quaci('!1 

of arrest and clearance rates as measures of effectiveness than about 

the inherent v'llue of training, and other characterist ies. 
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HOW INVESTIGATORS' TUtE IS SPENT 

f'rQm an analysiP.' Qf the computer-readable case assignment file 

maintained by the Kansas City (Missouri) Police Department, and obser-

vations during site visits, it was determined that although a l~rge 

'J 
proPQrtion of reported crimes are assigned to-an investigator, many of 

these receive no more 3ctp.ntion than the reading of the initial crime 

incid~nt report; that is, many cases are suspended at on~e. The data 

show that homldde, rape, and suicide invariably resulted i!l investi

gative activity; while other serious types of cases received sig~ificant 

attention (i.e., at least a half-hour of a detective's time) in at least 

60 percent of the instances. OVerall, however, Ie so than half of all 

reported crimes receive any serious attention by an investigator. and 

the great majority of cases that are actively investigated receive less 

than one day's attention. Table 3 shows. for several crime types, the 

percentage of cases that detective~ worked on during the 5tudy period 

(Hay 1. 1973, to April 3D, 1974). 

The net rC5 111 t is that the tlverage detective does not actually 

work on a large number of cases each month, even though he may have a 

back' 'S of hundreds or thousands of cases that were assigned to him at 

some time in the past and are still theoretically his responsibility. 

Table 4 shows the numb!!!" of worked-on caSes per detective per month in 

18 
the various units of the Kansas Ci ty Police Department. The number 

of worked-on cases per detective is gener-ally under one per day, with 

t~c exceptiun of the Hissing Persons Unit. If we imagine that each 

case is assigned to a pa.rticular investigator as his responsibility. 

tht· table shows the 3veragt> number of cas,", t hat an investigator would 

hI:' res pons ible for and work on in a month 
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Table 3 

PERCENT OF REPORTED CASES THAT 
DETECTIVES WORKED ON 

Type of Incident Percent 

Homicide 100.0 
Rape 100.0 
Suicide 100.0 
Forgery I counterfell t 90.4 
Kidnapping 73.3 
Arson 70.4 
Auto theft 65.5 
Aggravated assault 64.4 
Robbery 62.6 
Fraud/embezzlement 59.6 
Felony sex crimes 59.0 
Common assault 41.8 
Nonresidential burglary 36.3 
Dead body 35.7 
Residential burglary 30.0 
Larceny 18.4 
Vandalism 6.8 
Lost property 0.9 

All above types together 32.4 

SOURCE: Kansas City Case Assign-
ment File, cases reported May-Novem-
ber 1973. 
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Table 4 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKED-ON CASES 
PER DETECTIVE PER MONTH 

Unit 

Crimes agalnst persons 
Homicide 
Robbery 
Sex crimes 

Crimes against property 
Auto theft 
NQnresidential burglary 
Residential burglary/larceny 

General assignment 
Incendiary 
Forgery/fraud/bunco 
Shoplifting/pickpocket 

Youth and women's 

Missing persons 

Number of 
Cases 

9.2 
11.2 
7.7 
6.2 

16.9 
19.5 
9.4 

22.9 

18.6 
7.8 

10.4 
20.9 

26.0 

88.4 

SOL'RCE: Kansas City Case Assignment 
File. 
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Our data revea" cd that an investigator's time is preponderantly 

consumed in reviewing reports, documenting fUes, and attempting to 

lac-ate and intervie'oJ victims on cases that experience shows will not 

be solved. For cases that are solved (i.e., a suspect hos been iden-

tified), an investigator spends more time in post-clearance processing 

than he does ~n identifying the perp~trator. 

In Kansas City" the breakdown of investigators' time was as fol-

lows. About 45 percent was spent on activities not attributable to 

individual cases. This includes administrative assignments, speeches, 

travel. reading teletypes, general surveillance of junkyards, pawnshops, 

gathering spots for juveniles, and the like, as well as slack time (for 

example. in a unit t.hat is on duty at night to respond to robberies 

and homicides). The remaining 55 percent of the time is spent on case-

work. Of this, 40 percent (or 22 percent of the total) is spent inves-

tigating crimes that are never solved, just over 12 percent (or 7 percent 

of the total) is spent investigating crimes that are eventually solved, 

and nearly 48 percent (or 26 percent of the total) is spent on cleared 

cases after they have been solved. ~Iile these figures apply only to 

Kansas City, we reviewed them, as well as more detailed tabulations, 

with investigators from other cities and compared them with our obser-

vational notes. We concluded they are approximately correct for other 

cities, with variations primarily in the areas of slack time (if inves-

tigators are not on duty at night) and time spent in conference with 

prosecutors • 

Thus, investigators spend about 93 percent of their time on act iv-

ittes that do not lead directly to solving previously reported crimes. 
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How are they to be judged on the quality of these activities'? The time 

they spend on cases after they have been cleared serves the important 

purpose of preparing cases for court; this activity will be discussed 

below. The time they spend on noncasework activities serves a general 

support function for casework activities and therefore may b~ useful in 

ways that are difficult to quantify. The time they spend on crimes that 

are never solved can only he judged in terms of its public relations 

value and a pos.lble deterrent value. bec:all . .'.e most of these crimes can 

De easily recognized at the start. (They are primarily the ones for 

which there is n~ positive identification of the perpetrator available 

at the scene of the crime.) Police adffiinistrators must ask themselves 

whether the efforts devoted to investigating crimes that are initially 

unsolved are justified by either the small number of case solutions 

produced by these activities or the associated public relations benefits. 

COLLECTING AND PROCESSING PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

Tl.e abil i ty of a police agency to collect and process the physical 

evidence at crime scenes is thought to be an important component of the 

criminal investigation process. However. in our study we focused on 

the role of physical evidence in contributing to the solution of crimes, 

as distinguished from its value in proving guilt once the crime is 

solved. 

Earlier studies showed that in only a S1!lall number of felony of-

,19 
fe!l .. ,:" were evidence technicians requested to process the crime scene, 

and t!v,'n when the crime scene was processed a significant port;ion of 

20 
.1V:!i 1.:101(> ,'vidrnre> r:lij::ht not oe> retri(>ved. Police administrators, 

awar~ of these d(>ficiencies. have begun to experiment with a vari~~ i of 
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organizational changes designed to increase the number of crime sites 

processed for physical evidence. 

Our analysis of the physical evidence collection and proc~sslng 

21 activities of six police Jepartments which employ different procedures 

confirmed that a deoartment can assure a relatively high recovery rate 

of latent prints from crime scenes by a sufficient investment in evi-

dence technicians and by routinely dispatching technicIans to the scene 

of felonies. T~e latent print recovery rate is also increased by pro-

cessing the crime scene immediately follOWing the report of the incident 

rather than at a later time. Some of our Qf> .. :, ~\lpporting these conclu-

sions are shown in the first three lines of Tabl~ 5. 

However. the last line of Table 5 shows that the rate at which 

fingerprints were used to identify the perpetrator of a burglary was 

essentially unrelated to the print recovery rate. In fact, I to 2 per-

cent of the burglary cases in each of three departmer.!:s were cleared 

by identification from a latent print, despite substantial dHfercnces 

in operating procedures. In Richmond. evidence technicians are dis-

patched to n~arly 90 percent of the reported burglaries and recover 

prints from 70 percent of the scenes they process. but the fraction of 

burglaries solved by fingerprints is about the Q3me as in Long Bea~h or 

Berkeley where evidence technicians are dispatched to the scene less 

frequently and lift prints less often. 

The most plausible explanation as to why lifting more prints does 

not actually result in a higher rate of identifications appears to he 

that the fingerprint file searching capabilities of police departments 

are severely iimlted. If a suspect is known, there is little difficulty 
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Table 5 

THE PRODULtIVITY OF CRIME SCENE PROCESSING FOR FINGERPRINTS, 
RESIDENTIAl. BURGLARY SAMPLEa 

Item Long Beach Berkeley Richmond 

Percentage of cases fn which 
technicians were requested 58.0 76.6 87.6 

Percentage of technician-requested 
cases in which print recovery 
\las made 50.8 [.2.0 69.1 

Cases in which print recovery was 
made, as percentage of total 
cases 29.4 32.2 60.5 

Cases in which perpetrator was 
identified as a result of lifted 
prints, as percentage of total 
cases 1.5 1.1 1.2 

A 
-200 randomly selected re&idential burglary cases from each of 

thr~e departments (cleared or ~cleared). 
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in comparing his prints with latent prints that have been collected. 

Thus, latent prints may help to confirm suspect identifications obtained 

in other ways. But in the absence of an effective means to perform 

"cold searches" (· ... here the suspect is unknown), the availability of a 

latent print cannot help to solve the crime. 

From a comparison of the fingerprint identification sections in 

Washington, Los Ange!es, Miami, and Richmond, we determined that 4 to 

9 percent of all retrieved prints are eventually catched with those of 

a suspect in each of the departments. However, the number of "cold-

search" matches produced per man-year differed sub<>tantially among 

departments, according to the size of their inked print files and the 

attention devoted to this activity. In some departmenLs, technicians 

performing cold searches produced far more case solutions per man-year 

than investigators. 

The inference we reached was that an improved fingerprint identi-

fication capability will be more productive of identifications than a 

more intensive print collection effort. Although some techniques and 

equipment currently available to police departments were found to enhance 

identification capability. the technology needed to match single latent 

prints to inked prints is not fully developed and appears to us to be 

a high-priority item for res,:arch. 

PREPARING THE CASE FOR PROSECUTION 

Police investigation, \"hether or not it can be regarded as con-

tributing significantly to the identification of perpetrators, is a 

necessary police function b~cause it is the principal means by w~ich 

all relevant evidence is gathered and presented to the court so thal 
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a criminal prosecution can be made. Thus. police investigators can be 

viewed as serving a support function for prosecutors. 

Prosecutors have- frequently contended that a high rate of Case 

dis~issals, excessive plea bargaining, and overly lenient sentences are 

common consequences of inadequate police investigations. The police, 

in response, often claim that even when they conduct thorough investi-

gations, case dispositions are not significantly affected. We undertook 

a study to illuminate the issues surrounding the controversy between 

police and prosecutor about responsibilities for prosecutorial failures. 

A data form containing 39 questions that a prosecutor might want 

the police to address in conducting a robbery investigation was de-

veloped on the basis of discussions with prosecutors, detectives, and 

police supervisors. When this form was used to analyze the completeness 

of robbery i~vestigations in two Ca1ifornia prosecutors' offices, chosen 

to reflect contrasting prosecutorial practices concerning felony case 

screening, but similar workload and case characteristics,22 it yaS 

found that the department confronted by a stringent prosecutorial fil-

ing policy (called Jurisdiction A) was significantly more thorough in 

reporting follow-on investigative ~ork than the department whose cases 

were more permissively filed (Jurisdiction B). Yet, even the former 

department fell short of supplying the prosecutor with all of the infor-

mation he desired; the data show that each of; 39 evidentiary questions 

considered by a prosecutor to be necessary for effective case presenta-

tion was, on the average, covered in 45 percent of the cases in Juris-

diction A. while 26 percent were addressed by the department in Juris-

diction B. 
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Table 6 lists questions that experienced prosecutors informed us 

should be addressed by a police investigation to facilitate the presen-

tation of a robbery case, The summary entries indicate the percentage 

of cases where a question could be answered from information in the 

documents provided by the police to the prosecutor. 

We then determined whether the degree of thorough docl.llllentation 

, 

! 
of the police investigation was related to the disposition of cases, 

specifically to the rate of dismissals, the heaviness of plea bargain-

ing, and the type of sentence imposed. Our analysis showed differences 

between the two jurisdictions. For example. none of" the sampled cases 

was dismissed in Jurisdiction Ai furthermore, 60 percent of the defen-

dants pled guilty to the charges as filed. By comparison, in Juris-

diction B about one-quarter of the sampled cases were dismissed after 

filing. and only one-third of the defendants pled guilty to the charges 

as filed. 

A comparison between the two offices concerning the heaViness of 

plea bargaining is shOtm in Table 7. Although plea bargaining appears 

lighter in Jurisdiction A. this may simply reflect that the gravity of 

criminal conduct in the A cases was less than in the B cases, i.e., 

special allegations were considerably more frequent to begin with in B. 

On~ cannot conclude that only the quality of documentation of the police 

investigation accounted for the difference. 

A similar conclusion was reached with respect to sentence imposed. 

That is, differences in sentencing were found, but in light of varia-

tions in other case characteristics these differences might not nec, 

sarily be rela·ted to thoroughness of documentation. This analysis lE'ads 

. ' 
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Table 6 

PRESENCE O~' INFORIfATlON HI POLICE REPORTS 
(In percent) 

C3se Inio~tlon Desirable for Prusecution 

1. What INTEPSIO:S \Jere Cc..nducted! 

OHense 
2. 15 thl!re a v .. rbati!4 report of tho instant OFFt:::SE? 
3. Is there a verbatlC1 :oep-ort of the FORCE lISED? 
4. ~t was the PHYSICAL HA>l~ to thl! vict1=' 
S. Is there" deutlcd do'",.:rlpti.'n of th ... PROPERTY t:1ken? 
6. ~t W:lS the _thod of S(uspect) 's ESCAPE. 
7. What type of \~lCLE ~as used b~ S? 
8. Wh.1t type of 1o"EAP0!> ", .. 9 used by S1 
9. tf a !un was used. vas it UA\DED~ 

10. If a gun was used, ~~en was it ACQUIRED! 
11. Where is the LOCATtO~ of the· weapon nov! 

Suspect: 
12. Was SUNDER TIiF 1~'FLL'ENCE of alcohol or drugs? 
13. What are the det~ils of S's DEn:~SE? 
14. \/hat is S's ECONO:ilC STATL'S~ 
15. W"5 S advist'd of f.m:STlTl"nD:<AL RIGHTS? 
16. If ~ultiple suspects, what: is their RELATIONSHIP? 
17. Is there evidence of PRIOR OFFESSES by S? 
18. Is there evidence of S's »OTI\~? 
19. 15 there evidenc .. of past PS':Cl!IATRlr. !'R£AT!'!f:!,'T of 51 
20. What is S's PJJ\OLE CR PROBAno:: status? 
21. Does S have an alcohol o~ drug ABUSE HISTORY? 
22. Where is 5 ~LO\,ED? 

'V1cUa/lolitnesses 
23. What Is the RELATrO~Sl!IP betveen Sand VClctic)! 
24. Wh~t 1s the CREDIBILITi of the ~(itnesses)? 
25. Can the W Eake a CO~IBL'TIO~ to t~e case prosecution? 
26. Were!1L'G SHOTS shO<JT\ to \' or ~? 
27. !f sho~, are the PROCEot~ and RESl~TS adequately~escribed? 
28. Was a LtSE-t? conducted1 
29. If conducted, are the PROCEDURES and RESt'LTS adequately described? 
30. Was .. n effort: =de to LIFT n!;GEPJ'RI~'TS at the sc:"ne? 
31. If ~de. vere USABLE Fl~CERPRIhJS OBrAI~ED? 
32. Were PHOTOS T~~ES at the cric" scene? 
33. Is the EXACT LOCATIO:; fro", .. 'here the photos and prlnts were taken given! 
34. Old V VERIF\' his stareoents 1n the crime report? 
35. Dld V have IM?ROPER ~I\~S in reporting the offense? 

Arrest 
36. What was the legal BASIS fOR SEARCH AND SEIZURE? 
37. Hov vas the LOCATIO~ OF f.\'rnf.SCE learned? 
38. HCKoI was the LOCATIOII OF S learned? 
39. Hov w~s the ARREST OF S =ade? 

JuriAd{crion ,," 
In~ot"Ollt1on 

Fr",. Itt '''''i:r. 
One Source 

100.0 

90.4 
95.2 
47.6 
90.4 
71.4 
38.0 
85.7 
19.0 
28.4 
9.S 

42.8 
18.9 
14.2 

100.0 
42.7 
66.6 
47.6 
9.5 

37.8 
23.8 
28.5 

4.7 
9.5 

23.S 
51.7 
30.0 
53.0 

57.51 

39.3% 

40.0 31.1% 
41.0 
59.0 
35.0 
29.0 
24.0 
4.7 

23.S} 
~~:~ 52.3% 

85.7 

jurhdfct{.,,, 9a 

InCo",at10n 
F!"~ :It. !-4-':';:' 

One Sourc"D 

100.0 

95.2 
36.S 
18.S 
27.2 
45.4 
45.4 
63.6 
13.S 

.0 
lS.1 

22.7 
.0 

4.5 
63.6 

.0 
9.0 

13.1 
4.5 

IB.t 
9.0 
4.S 

9.0 
.0 

l3.S 
4.5 
.0 
.0 
.0 

4.5 
9.0 
4.S 
.0 
.Il 
.0 

"., J 32.0 
68.1 
72.7 

30,2% 

1':.07; 

3.4: 

52.2% 

Over.>n 45.0% Overall 26.4% 

NOTE: The percent~ges v~lhin the m~trix refer only to the prescnc .. of lnCor=.:ltion the polic~ cho~e to record: 
they may not reprc"cnt a COMplete pinure of the information J;athered hy the p<Jlice in the course of the invest Ig.,
cion. It is possibl" that certain pollet! offIcers r"cnrd onl)' "po~itjve" Infor=:>tion and assume th .. t an 08{8s10nof 
information aut"""'tic~lly l:>pl1es that the infornation 1s either not applicable or'in.appropriate 10 .. cpecific case. 

a~l cases in e~~h sn~?l~. 

bpercenta~e of cas~s rnat pres~nted ~hls 1nfo~tlon froc at least one source. 
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Table 7 

A COMPARISON BETWEEN A AND B OF DISPOS!TIONS 
BY PLEAS OF GUILTY 

Disp"sition 

Plea of guilty to original charges 
Plea of guilty to original charges 

but with special allegations 
stricken or not considered 

Plea of guilty to 2nd degree robbery 
reduced from 1st degree robber;" 

Plea of guilty to other lesser offense 
cases dis\'lllsse~ 

Percentage 
in A Sample 

61.1 

27.7 

5.5 
5.5 

Percentage 
in B Sample 

31.8 

22.7 

IH.1 
4.5 

'L2.7 

NOTE: Columns do not add to 100 percent due to rounding. 
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us to Sli&fp.sl that police failure to document a case investigation 

thoroughly may have contributed to a higher case dlsm1ssal rate and a 

weakening of the prosecutor's plea bargaininF, positi~n. 

RELA nONS BEl 'WEEN VICTlHS AND POLlCE 

Many investigators. as well as top-ranking police officials, lulve 

defended the investigative function, not because it contributes Sigtlif-

icantly to the identification of perpetrators, but because it is om. 

of the principal contacts the police maintcin with the victims of 

serious crimes. But althougn the police verbally espouse the public 

service function as an important part of the investigative role. our 

observations in departments across the country indicate that most police 

merely respond initially to the crime scene and file a cursory report; 

subsequent police contacts with the victims concerning the progress,of 

the case are rare. This is understandable given the rising number of 

reported crimes and relatively stable police budgets. 

If the public's confidence in their local police .depar.tment 1s 

to be strengthened, it seems reasonable that when the perpetrator has 

been identified. tr.c vi~tim should be notified. However. a policy or 

routinely providing case information feedback to crime victims poses 

some risk of being se1f~defeat:l.ng. 'For example, if a victim is in-

formed that the perpetrator of his crime has been apprehended but not 

charged with hia offense and is being prosecuted on another. the viccim. 

rather than feeling more confident in the police or the eriminal justice 

systeDl. may in fact be disillusioned by such information. A resentful 

victim also COllI'; be('om~ ri~hly vocal about his dissatisfact;,ions aod 

cause other citizens to be n~gative about police performance. 

L 

,,., 
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How much information to give tile victflll and wlll'n it iH ;tppn~prLlt ... 

to convt.'y it were the qUl::stions behind a tclepho!1l' nurvey taken of rob-

bc..-y and burglary victims. This fitudy must bl' regarded as exploratory; 

the survey was conducted simply as an initial attempt to explore how 

victIms feel about rf'('eivln~ infonl'~1tiol1 fet'dba(.'k r .. g.1rdin~ their Spt·-

cific case. and which types of information they feel are most important. 

J 
{ 

The inquiry summarized by Table 8 was accOlnpanied hy two p .. :lirs of 

questions, with the first question of each pair addressing the victim's 

! desire to have feedback on a specific matter and the second eliciting 

his probable reaction if t.he feedbac-k occurred. Table 9 display'i the 

responses on whether or not the victim desired ~o be told of a police 

decision to suspend or drop investigative effort on his case if such 

a decision were made. Tr.ese suggest a consistent preference for knowl-

edge about this police decision, but with <1n observable tendency in 

cleared robbery (:ases (a relatively small segmLot of the underlying 

Table 10 E'xhibits the responses that the victims made when askl'd 

what their reactions would be if they had been told that no further 

) 
j 
,"' 

investigation was intended on their cases. Wc notc that approximately 

one-third of our sample would react negatively to unfavorable fl't~dback 

(and the proportion would be higher if. the data w('re weighted to n'flel't 

the relative numbers of each crime type). 

To th~ extent that our survey resul ts may reach b"yond th;:> l'nn-

fines of our small sample. they broadly unde-rst'or(' the belIef that tht·r,· 

exists a strong market for information feedback to victims from thp 

police. Hut they also tend to confirm the view thilt giving uni,lVnrahlt· 
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Table 8 

KIND OF INFORMATION DESIRED BY VICTIMS 

Survey Question: If Your Answer !,las "YesH 

As a Victim, Did You How Important Was It to 
Want the Police Indif- You to Be Informed? 
to Inform You? Yes No ferent Very Somewhat 

If your case was solved? 32 (89%) 1 (3%) 3 (8%) 26 6 
If a suspect was arrested? 30 (83%) 5 (141) 1 (3:::) 22 8 
If a defendant was tried? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) 15 12 
If a defendant was sel1tenc(>d? 27 (757.) 4 (14) 5 (14%) 16 11 
What sentence was imposed? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) 16 11 
!f the defl'ndant was relcas(-d 

from custody? 18 (50%) 11 (317.) 7 (19%) 11 7 
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Table 9 

RESPONDENT'S DESIRE TO BE TOto OF POLICE DECISION 
TO SUSPEND INVESTIGATION OF HIS CASE 

Victim's 
Response Burglary Robbery Total ~ 

Yes 16 10 26 (72%) 
No 3 4 7 (197.) 
Indifferent or 

no answer 1 2 3 (8%) 

Total 20 16 36 (100%) 
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Table 10 

VTCTIN'S PREDI.:-. t.:n REACTIONS TO INFORMATION THAT POLICE 
[NVESTlGATh't:J OF HIS CASE WOULD BE SUSPENDED 

Victim's Prediction 
of hfs Reaction 

Appreciative of being 
told and agreeable 
police decision 

Understanding and 
resigned 

to 

Disturhed and resistant 
Angry and resentful 

Burglary 

3 

11 
4 
2 

Robbery Total 

!. 4 (12%) 

7 18 (53%) 
1 5 (15%) 
5 7 (2l%) --

34a (1007.) 

aTwo victims were omit.ted: the response to one was 
not applicable and the other declined to answer. 
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information to victims creates undesirable reactions in a~titude toward 

the police 1n some of these vir.th'ns. Finally, our results suggest that 

other repercussions from information reedback. of which the police are 

sometimes apprehensive, are of slight significance~ Few victims, no 

matter how much distressed by information coming to them from the police, 

indicated they would act inimically to police interests. 

PROACTIVE INVESTIGATION METHODS 

In contrast to th~ typically reactive mode (so called, because 

the investigator does not focus on the cnse until after a crime has 

occurred) of most investigators assigned to Part I crimes, some poli~e 

departments have shifted a small number of their investigators to more 

proactive investigation tactics. These units are usually E:stablished 

to deal \lith a particular type of offender such as known burglars, 

robbery teams, or active fences. A number of such units have been sup-

23 
ported on an experimental basis with LEAA funds. 

The proactive team members often work quite closely with other 

investigators, but unlike regular investigators they are not assigned 

a case load of reported crimes. Instead they are expected to genErate 

other sources of information to identify serious offenders. These 

other sources may include informants they have deve loped, intelligence 

data from surveillance activities. or undercover fencing operations 

which the police operate themselves. 

The primary objective in establishing these units is to reduce 

the incidence of the target crime. The reduction is supposed to result 

from the cl111tainment effect of sllccessfully arrest in~ and proset'l,It in~ 

offenders and the deterrept effect which the publ ici,ty ~iven these 
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programs is expected to have on others. Therefore. the arrest produc-

tivlty of these units is typically used as a measure of their primary 

effect. Changes in the incidence rate for the target crime type is 

also cited for this purpose. The chief problem in using these two 

measures is the difficulties in isolating the unique effects of the 

proactive 1.>nits from either other activities of the police department 

or external factors affecting crime or arrest rateg. 

lr. the course of our study we looked at several such units by 

either examining evaluation reports or direct observation. In general. 

they all seemed to result in a much higher number of arrests for the 

officers assigned t~1an other types of patrol or investIgative activities. 

Consistent effects on targ~ted crime rates could not be identiried. 

In order to determine which activities of these units actually 

resulted in arrests. we examined a sample of cases from two of them in 

considerable detail. These units were the Miami Stop Robbery Unit and 

the Long Beach (California) Suppression of Burglary unU. 

By examining a sample of robbery cases in Miami, we determined 

that although the Stop officers averageo 4 arrests per man-month, half 

of which were for robbery. in 10 out of 11 of these arrests the Stop 

bfficer was simply executing a warrant obtained by some other unit or 

accompanying another officer to make the arrest. 

10 Long Beach. the Suppr~ssion of Burglary officers averaged 2.4 

arrests per man-month, half of which were for burglary or receiving 

stolen property. An analysis of 27 of their arrests disclosed that 

just half (13) resulted from their own work, with the remainder repre-

senting referral arrests or routine investigation which any other unit 

could have handled. 

':t 
~ 
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Our general conclusion from these observations was that proactive 

techniques can be productive in making arrests, particularly for bur-

glary and fencing. To be effective, such units must be staffed with 

highly motivated and innovative personnel. Their efforts must also be 

carefully monitored to ensure that they do not become diverted to mak-

ing arrests for other units and that their tactics do not become overly 

aggressive so as to infringe on individual liberties. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

We have identified several distinguishable functions performed 

by investigators: preparing cases for prosecution after the suspects 

are in custody, apprehending known suspects, performing certaip routine 

tasks that may lead to identifying unknown suspects, engaging in in-

tensive investigations when there are no suspects or it is not clear 

whether a crime has been conunitted, and proactive investigations. In 

addition, investigators engage in various administrative and paperwork 

tasks related to these functions. 

The information we obtained about the effectiveness of each func-

tion is adequate to begin asking whether the function should be performed 

at all and, if so, who should do it. The notion that all these func-

tions must be performed by a single individual, or by officers having 

similar ranks or capabilities, does not stand up to scrutiny, and in 

fact many police departments have begun to assign distinguishable ftlnc-

tions to separate units. Our own sugg~stions. to be presented below, 

support this development and extend it in certain ways. ]f a function 

now assigned to inv~stigators can be performed as well or better, but 

at lowc~ cost, by patrol officers, clerical personnel, or information 
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systems, it should be removed from investigators; if it serves the ob-

jectives of the pros~cutor, then it should be responsive to the needs 

of the prost!cutor: rnd if especially competent investigators are re-

quired. the function should be assigned to a unit composed of such 

officers. 

In this section we describe the implications of our findings for 

needed changes in the organization of the investigative function. the 

24 processing of physical evidence, and the role of the public. 

Preparing Cases for Prosecution 

Post-arrest investigative activity is not only important for prose-

cution but is also one of the major activities now performed by inves-

tigators. This activity can perhaps Le performed in a less costly or 

more effective manner. 

From our observations, the current coordination, or lack thereof, 

between the police and prosecutorial agencies doe~ not support a healthy 

working relationship. It allows a situation where £ach £an blame the 

other for outcomes in court th8t they view as unfavorable. 

Most prosecutors do not have investigators on their staff. If 

they do, these investigators are usually occupied with "white-collar" 

offenses rather than street crime. Generally, then, the prosecutor 

relies on police investigators to provide the evidence needed to prose-

cute and convict arreste~s. But this situation contains an inherent 

conflict between prosecutor and police. An arrest is justified by 

probable cause--i.e., an nrticulatable, reasonable belief that a crime 

was committed and that the arrestee was the offender. Often, the police 

nre satisfied to document the justification for the arrest rather than 
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expending further investigative efforts to strengthen the evidence in 

the case. The prosecutor, on the other hand, may be reluctant to file 

the charges preferred by the poE.-.. , or to file at all. if he believes 

the evidence would not suffice for a conviction, i.e., proof beyond a 

reasonable doubt. Many cases appear to be affected by the conflicting 

incentives of police and prosecutor, as reflected in failures to file. 

lenient filing, early dismissals. or imbalanced bargaining. 

O!le way of ameliorating this problem is to make explicit the types 

of information the prosecutor and police agree are appropriate to col-

lect and document, given the nature of the crime. The form we designed 

for robbery cases (summarized in Table 6) gives an example of how such 

information can be made explicit. Each jurisdiction should develop 

appropriate forms for major categories of crimes. Such written docu-

ments would assist the police in becoming more knowledgeable about the 

type and amount of information that a prosecutor requires to establish 

guilt for each type of offense and in allocating their investigative 

efforts to provide this information. 25 

~e o~~erved that the strictness of the prosecutor with respect to 

filing decisions can affect the thoroughness of case preparation. in 

turn, the thoroughness of cocumentation may affect the percentage of 

cases subsequently dis~issed and the degree of plea bargaining. Given 

this finding, we suggest that prosecutors be mindful of the level of 

investigative documentation in their jurisdictions, especially in 

offices where the officer presenting the case may not have participated 

in the investigation . 

One rationale advanced in some police dep~rtments for minimizing 
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the factual content of formal investigative reports is that these re-

ports are subject to discovery by defense counsel and thereby facilitate 

the impeachment of prosecution witnesses, including policemen. Such 

departments believe the results of detailed investigations are better 

communicated or~llJ to the prosecutor's office. The results of our 

research would tend to refute this argument, although thp.y are not con-

elusive. In the jurisdiction where detailed documentation is prepared f 

no such negativp consequences were noted, but in the jurisdiction having 

less information in the documentation, oral communication failed in 

seme instances to reach all the prosecutors Llvolved with the case. 

Above and beyond merely improving coordination between police and 

prosecutors, it is worthy of experimentation to assign the prosecutor 

responsibility for certain investigative efforts. We feel that a prom-

ising approach would be to place nearly all pose-arrest investigations 

under the authority of the prosecutor, either by assigning police orfi-

cers to his office or making investigators an integral part of his staff, 

depending on the local situation. A test of this arrangement would per-

mit determining whether it is an effective way of assuring that the 

evidentiary needs for a successful prosecution are met. 

Apprehending Known Su~pects 

~e have noted that in a substantial fraction of cases ultimately 

cleared, the perpetrator is known from information available at the 

scene of the crime. If he or she is already in custody, the case be-

comes a matter fer post-arrest processing. as discussed above. If the 

perpetratDr i~ I~.t in cu&tody, it is important [or the responding offi-

('er(~) ..... hether from investigativl' or patrol units. to obtain and make 
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a record of the evidence identifying the suspect. This requires that 

the responding officers be permitted adequate time to conduct an ini-

tial investigation. including interviewing possible witnesses. and that 

the crime-reporting form be designed in such a way that the presence 

of information identifying a suspect is unmistakably recorded. 

Apprehending a knOWll suspect mayor may not be difficult. Assign-

ing all such apprehensions to investigators does not appear to be cost-

effective, especially if the investigators are headquartered at some 

distance from the suspect's location and a patrol officer is nearby. 

We believe that certain patrol officers, whom we shall call generalist-

investigators, could be trained to handle this function in such a way 

that the a~rests are legally proper and a minimum number of innocent 

persons are brought in for questioning. Only when apprehension proves 

difficu~t ohould investigative units become involved. 

Routine Investigative Actions 

For crimes without an initial suspect identification, we found 

that many of those eventually cleared are solved by routine investiga-

tive actions. These actions include listing a stolen automobile in the 

"hot car" file, asking the victim to view a previously assembled col-

lection of mug shots for the crime in question. checking pawnshop slips, 

\li':raiting phone calls from the public, tracing ownership of a weapon, etc. 

One implication of this finding is that any steps a police depart-

ment can take to convert investigative tasks into routine actions will 

increase the number of crimes solved. Technological improvements, es-

pecially information systems, produced many of the clearances we.iden-

tiffed as "routine." Such clearances might never have occurred in the 
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absence of such systems or might have been difficult to achieve. The 

ability of patrol officers to check rapidly whether a vehicle is stolen 

" or, more important, ",hether the owner is wanted for questioning p:roduced 

numerous case solutions in our samples. Well-organized and maintained 

mug shot, modus o~randi, or pawn slip files also lead to clearances. 

A second implication is that it may not be necessary for investi-

j 
I 

gators, who are usually paid more than patrol officers or clerks, to 

perform the fUnctions that lead to routine cl~arances. We believe an 

experiment should be condur.ted to determine the cost and effectiveness 

of lower-pai.d per'sonnel performing these tasks. 

Once cle'd,cal processing is complete, some action by a police 

officer may still be needed (e.g., apprehending the suspect). Such 

cases should be assigned to the generalist-investigators. 

Investigating Crimes Without Suspects 

Basically, two different objectives are served by tl!king more than 

routine investigative a~tion when the suspect is unkno~l. One is a 

genuine desire to solve the crime, and the other is to perform a public 

~ervice function, demonstrating that the police care about the crime 

) and the victim. The latter function can be performed by generaHst-

, investigators who nre responsible to a local commander who is concerned 

with all aspects of police-community relations. This type of investi-

-. 
", 

gative duty does not r~~uire specialized skills or centralized coordina-

" 
tion. The officers performing it could readily shift between patrol 

.,~ 

ig' and investigative duties. In departments with team poliCing, such . . 
" 

investigatiuns could be a duty rotated among team members. 
t, 
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If the objective is ~ctual1y to solve the crime. p~11ce d~part-

menta muat realize that the resul ts wi 11 rarely be c.ommensurate with 

toe effort involved. An explicit decision must be marle that the nature 

of the crime itself OY public concenl about the crime warrants a full 

follow-up investigation. A hignificant reduction in investigative 

efforts would be appropriate for all but the most serious offenses. 

If a thorough preliminary investigation fails to establish a suspect's 

identity in a less serious cffense, then the victim should be notified 

that active investigation is being suspended until new leads appear. 

for example, as a result of an arrest in another matter. 

SerIous crimes (homicide. rape. assault with great bvdily injury. 

robbery. or first-degree burglary) warrant special investigative efforts. 

These efforts can best be provided by a Major Offenses Unit, ~anned by 

investigators who are well-trained and experienced in examining crime 

scenes, interpreting physical evidence. and interrogating hostile sus-

peets and fearful Witnesses, and who are aided by modern information 

systems. One reason to establish such a unit is to identify the inves-

tigative positions that requir~ special skills and training and that 

demand knowledge of citywid~ crime patterns and developments. Our 

observations suggest~ by way of contrast, that with current staffing 

patterns, most investigators rarely see these highly serious cases. 

Therefore, when they arise, the investigators are frequently 111-

equipped to cope with them and unduly distracted by the burden of 

paperwork on their routine cases. 

The Major Offenses Unit would concentrate efforts on a. few un-

solved serious· felonies. The team would conuist of a relatively small 
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number of experienced investigators who would be closely supervised by 

a team cotrnnander. From our observations, the most serious impediment 

to high-quality investigative work appears to us to be the traditional 

method of case assigument and supervision. In nearly every department, 

cases a~c no~~ally assigned to an individual investigator and become 
.. . ; 

his sole responsibility whether he is a generalist, specialist, or . 
engaged in team policing. Supervisors do not normally review the deci- t 

sions he makes on how to pursue the case investigation--decis10ns that 

are largely unrecorded in the case file. Consequently, the relative 

priority an im'estigator gives to the tasks on one case assigned to 

him results largely from the number and nature of his other case assign-

menta and from his personal predilections cud biases. !t may frequently 

turn out that caseload conflicts and person~l predilections lead an 

investigator to unduly postpone or improperly pe~form import~nt elements 

of a particular case assignment. 

Assigning cases to investigative teams rather than to individuals 

could eliminate this impediment. For effective opera~ions. this t~am 

should :Iumber approximately six men and be led by a senIor investigator 

who is knowledgeable in the local crime situation. in criminal law, 

and in police management. The leader's primary responsibility would 

be to keep informed of progress on the cases as:.igned to his team and 

make the broad tactical decisions on the team's expenditure of effort:. 

Each day the subordinate investigators would perfonn individually as-

signed tasks. A clerk delegated to the team would prepare progress 

reports to document the daily accomplishruent on open cases and assist 

rhp lead~r in making the allocation for the following day. These 
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reports would also helt. the leader identify which of his men was most 

effective at which tasks. This approach should assuye that significant 

steps in an investigation are o~jectively directed by a senior experi-

e~ced investigator. 

Proactive Investigation~ 

Our research into proactive investigations, or strike force opera-

tions~ leads us to conc!~~e that these units can be relatively produc-

tive. In ivstances where such units did achieve an advantage, the units 

were manned by motivated and innovative personnel. The gain in employ-

ing them becomes illusory when mere quantity of arrests is emphasized, 

for then the efforts of this force tend to be diverted into making ar-

rests t~at are not the result of unique capabili.ies. We feel that 

departments should employ strike forces selectively and judiciously. 

The operation of strike forces necessitates careful procedural and legal 

planning to protect the involved officers and to ensure that the defen-

dants they identify can be succe~~fully prosecuted. They also require 

close monitoring by senior officers to ersure that they do not become 

overly aggressive and infringe on individual privacy. 

In all likelihood. the relative advantage of strike force opera-

tions in a particular department will not persist over a long period 

of time. The department must accustom itself r~ creat~ng and then 

terminating strike forces, as circumstances may dictate. 

Processing Physical Evirlence 

Most police departments collect far more evidence (primarily fin-

g~rprints) th~n th0Y can productivply prncp~s. Our work shows thot 
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(>old searches (If inked fingerprint files could bC! fnr more effective 

in incre:lsing the npprelwnsion rate rlwn ["outlnt' follow-up inVestig.l-

tions. 

We helieve that fin~('rprint-processing capabilities should be 

strl'~gthl'nt'd as foll~~~. First, the reference print F\les should be 

organized by geographic aTea, with a fingerprint specialist assigned 

to each area, of no more than 4000 to 5000 sets of inked prints. Scc-

ond, to assure a large number of "request st>arches," which imply a 

cooperative effort between investigator and fingerprint specialist, 

some cOll:municntion links should be devised to help motivate and facili-

tatc the reciprocal exchange of information bE'tween these two partics. 

And, third. the persons performing this function should be highly 

trained, hi~hly motivated, and not overloaded \.rith other tasks which 

detract from their primary function. 

Several ex is t ing sys t l'ms for Htnri n~ and rE'trievin~ i nk.:d prints 

having specifi~d characteristics (of the latent print or the offender) 

appear useful and were widely praised by departments that have them. 

However, furtiwr research might contribute a major rechnological im-

pn1V(.'ment in the· cnpahili ty of pol icc dE'partm.:nts to match latent prints 

with inked prints. 

Role of the Public 

Our resl'arch persundt·d liS th:tt actions by members of the public 

can slrongly influence the outcome of case!'>, Sor.tetimes private citi-

zt.>ns IW·~,l tht· perpl'tr;Jlllr at the scene of til(' eric('. Sometimes they 

reeogni7l' lhv suspect or stolen propertv at B later ti~e and call the 

investig1tllr> In other caseS, the victin or his relatives conduct a' 
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full-scale investigation on their own and eventually present the inves-

tigaror with a solution. Collectively, these types of citizen involve-

ment constitute a sizable fraction of' cleared cases. 

Police departments should initiate programs designed to increase 

the victim's desire to cooperate fully with the ~olice. Resources 

allocated to such programs may serve to increase apprehension rates as 

well as improve the quality of prosecutions. Specifically, police de-

partments should announce, when major crilT., are solved. the particular 

contribution of members of the public. although of course their desires 

for anonymity should be respected. A realistic picture of how crimes 

are solved will help eliminate the public's distorted image of detec-

tives and will impress on them the importance of their cooperation with 

police in order to solve crimes. 

Reallocation of Investigative Resources 

If, after appropriate test and evaluation, the suggestions we have 

made for improving the investigative function prove to be effective. 

the ultimate implication of our work would be a substantial shift of 

police resources from investigative units to other units. First, most 

initial investigations would be assigned to patrol units under the 

direction of local commanders. To improve the quality of initial in-

vestigations. the patrol force would have to be augmented with a large 

number of generalist-investigators. These officers would a] ,0 perform 

certain follow-up work such as appre~ending known suspects and improving 

communications with victims and witllesses of crimes. The resources 

needed to fie~d generalist-investigators would be obtained by reducing 

the number of investigators. 
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Additional major reallocations of resources away from "traditional" 

reactive investigative units are implied by our suggestions to have 

cl~rical persvnnel and generalist-investigat0rs perform routine pro-

.:essing of cases. to increase the use of iniormation systems, to enhance 

capabilities for processing physical evider.~e, to increase the number 

of proactive iuvestigative units, and to assign investigative personnel 

to the prosecutor for post-arrest preparation of cases. If all these 

changes were made~ the only remaining investigative units concerned 

with Part I crime would be the Major Offenses Units, The number of 

investigators ass·igned to such units would ordinarily be well under 

half the current number of investigators in most departments. 

Our study does not in any way suggest that total police resources 

should be reduced. On the contrary, our analysis of FBI data suggests 

that such a reduction might lower arrest snu clearance rates. Realle-

cattng resources may lead to somewhat increased arrest and clearance 

rates, but our suggestions are primarily intended to result in more 

succ<'!ssiul prosecution of arrestees and improved public. relations. 

Most of our suggestions for change are known to be practical, 

because we observed them in operation in one or more departments. For 

example. a number of departments have recently introduced "case gcreen-

ing." which means that each crime report is examined to determine 

whether or not a follow-up investigation should be conducted. Our 

findings indicate that the decision rule for case screening can be 

quite simple. If a suspect is known. the case should be pursued; if 

no suspect is known after a thorough p-eliminary investigation, the 

case should be assigned for routine clerical processing unless it is 
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serious enough to be assigned to the appropriate Major Offenses Unit. 

The definition of "serious" must be determined individually by each 

department, since it is essentially a political decision. 

Another current innovation is "team policing," in which investi-

gators are assigned to work with patrol officers who cover a specified 

geographical area. While there are many organizational variations on 

26 team policing, most forms would permit the introduction of generalist-

investigators having the functions we dascribe, and some already include 

such personnel. 

We are not aware of any jurisdiction in which the prosecutor cur-

rently administers p03t-arrest investigations, although investigators 

have been assigned to several prosecutor's offices (for example, in 

Boston, New Orleans, and San Diego) to facilitate interactions with the 

police. To determine the feasibility and effectiveness of prosecutor 

responsibility for post-arrest investigations, a careful experiment 

will be required. 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

plans to fund the introduction of revised investigative procedures in 

approximately ten jurisdictions. The experimental changes, which are 

based partly on the findings of ~ur study, will be carefully evaluated 

to determine whether, to what extent, and under what circumstances they 

actually lead to improved effectiveness . 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. This article summarizes the work of all the Rand resea~ch staff 

engaged in the study of criminal investigation. In addition to the 

authors, they are: Robert Castro, Konrad Kellen, Eugene Poggio, 

Linda Prusoff, and Sorrel Wildhorn. 

2. Part I crimes are criminal homicide. forcible rape, robbery, aggra-

vated assault, burglary, larceny. and auto theft. The FBI rlefini-
~ 
J tions of these crimes include attempts, except for homicide. 
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3. The advisory board consisted of Cornelius (Neil) J. Behan (New York 

City Police Department); James Fisk (member of the Los Angeles 

Police CommisSion); Thomas Hastings (Rocnester, N~J York Police 

Department); Jerry iUlson (former Chief, Washington, D.C. Police 

Department); and Eugene Zoglio (professor, Prince George's Community 

College} • 

4. Consultants were Sydney Cooper, Carmine Motto, Albert Seedman, 

Seymour Silver, and Raymond Sinetar. 

5. The complete results of the Rand survey are reported in Chaiken, 

Jan M., The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume II. Survey 

of Hunicipal and County Police Departments, The Rand Corporation, 

R-1777-DOJ, October 1975. 

6. See. for example, "Expenditure and Employment Data for the Criminal 

Justice System," National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics 

Service, U.S. Government Printing Office. Washington, D.L, updated 

annually. 

7. A crime is cleare~ wh~n a perpetrator is apprehended or is idantified 

as una~prehendable. The latter possibility is intended to apply in 

".~xc."ptionallt circumstances, such as when the perpetr,:ltur is dead. 
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8. Greenwood. Peter W •• An Analysis of the Apprehension Activities of 

The New York City Police Department. The New York City-Rand Institute. 

R-529-NYC. September 1970. 

9. Greenberg. Bernard. et al .• Enhancement of the Investigative Function, 

Volume I: Analysis and Conclusions; Volum~ III: Investigat.ive Pro-
.. 

cedures-Selected Task Evaluation; Volume IV: Burglary Investigative 

Checklist and Handbook, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, 

California, 1972. (Volume II not available.) 

10. The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume II. pp. 36,37. 

11. In some jurisdictions. persons may be ar!"ested "for investigation." 

without a crime being charged. In all jurisdictions persons are 

occasionally arrested by error and are subsequently released by a 

prosecutor or magistrate without any clearance being claimed by the 

police. 

12. Instances in which several perpetrators are arrested for a single 

crime may also explain an arrest/clearance ratio over 1. 

13. Isaacs, Herbert H., "A Study of Communications, Crimes, and Arrests 

in a Metropolitan Police Department," Appendix B of Institute of 

Defense Analyses Task Force Report: Science and Technology. A Report 

J 
to the President's Commission on Law Enforcement and Administration 

of Justice, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1967. 

14. Conklin. John, Robbery and the Criminal .Tustice System, J. B. Lippincott 

Co., Philadelphia, 1972 • 
.. 

15. After initial publication of the Rand study, this finding was further 

confirmed by a Police Found~tion study, "Managing Investigations: 

The Rochester System." by Peter B. Bloch and James Hell. {.[hile this 
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study war. primarily intended to compare team policing with non~ 

team policing, the report presents data p~rmitting a calculation 

of the ratio of on-scene arrests to all clearances by arrest for 

three crimes. The data show that in Rochester 31.7 percent of 

burglary clearances by arrest, 31.1 percent of robbery clearances 

by arrest, and 28.7 percent of larceny clearances by arrest were 

the result of on-scene arrests • 
~ 

16. See Chapter 6 in The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume III. 

Observations and Analysis, by Peter W. Greenwood. Jan H. Chaiken, 

Joan Petersilia. Linda Prusoff. Bob Ca~tro, Konrad Kellen. Eugene 

Poggio, and Sorrel Wi dhorn, The Rand Corporation, R-1178-DOJ, 

October 1975. 

17. See The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume II, pp. 38-47. 

18. "Worked-on" means that at least one-half hour was spent on the case. 

The types of cases assigned to each unit are described in The Criminal 

Investigation Process, Volume III, pp. 53-55. For example, the homi-

cide unit handles suicides and unattended deaths from natural causes 

as well as homicides. 

19. Parker, Brian, and Joseph Peterson, Physical Evidence Utilization 

in the Administration of Criminal Justice, School of Criminology. 

University of California at Berkeley, 1972. 

20. President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, Report 

of the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Columbia, 

U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., 1960. 

21. Th.::- study departments were Berkeley, Long Beach, Los Angeles, and 

Richmond, Callforni~; Miami, Florida; and WashinRton. D.C. See 
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Chapter 7 of The Criminal Investigation Process. Volume IIt for 

further details. 

22. Greenwood, Peter W., et al., Prosecution of Adult Felonv Defendants 

in Los Angeles County: A Policy Perspective, The Rand Corporation, 

R-1127-DOJ. March 1973, led us to expect significant differences in 

police investigative effort and prosecutorial posture between the 

; 
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two selected juri~dictions. 

23. For a description of five antirobbery units of this type, see 

( Richard H. Ward, et al., Police Robbery Control Manual. National 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice. 1975. 

24. An expanded discussion of the policy implications is reported in 

I Greenwood, Peter W., and Joan Petersilia. The Criminal Investigation 

Process: Volume I. Summary and Policy Implications, The Rand Cor-

poration, R-l776-DOJ, October 1975. 

25. Other alternatives which might accomplish some similar aims include 

having the prosecutor provide the investigator with periodiC eva1-

uations of their case preparation efforts; training for new inves-

tigators in case preparation; or on-call attorneys tc assist in the 

) 
preparation of serious cases. 

26. See. for example, Bloch, Peter B •• and David Specht. Neighborhood 

I Team Policin~, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal 

Justice, December 1973. 
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